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Evolving Role of HR 
The role of Human Resources (HR) is evolving and must develop a working knowledge of new 
tools, databases and platforms to rapidly identify talent and then staff projects with key 
required skills. To stay relevant, recruit the best talent on the right projects and keep ahead of 
the talent gap in the technology job market, HR needs to move from playing the traditional roles 
of managing employees in defined roles to where the best utilization of talent pools (both 
internal permanent employees and external interim workers) are deployed.  A key enabler to 
meet this challenge will be to establish or acquire platforms that will enable a more streamlined 
and “high value” methodology for workforce planning.  The “matching” of the work task to the 
“worker” will require speed, accuracy, aggregation of data, as well as predictive analytics. 

 
The Era of Hyper-Specialization 
Work previously done by one person is divided into more-specialized pieces done by multiple 
people, achieving improvements in quality, speed, and cost. 
Managers who want to capitalize on hyper-specialization’s possibilities need to learn how best 
to divide knowledge work into discrete tasks, recruit specialized workers, ensure the quality of 
the work, and integrate the pieces into a final whole. 
 
HERE’s Challenge 
Former brand was under Nokia, causing a lack a strategic focus given bigger Nokia priorities. The 
culture was not aligned under a common set of shared beliefs and due to years of changes 
under the large Nokia umbrella there are gaps in talent and capabilities that must be realigned 
now that HERE is a standalone, independent company, as of December 2015.  
 
HR’s New Focus at HERE – Identified in first 60 Days 
New leadership paradigm – new CEO in first 100 days building new leadership team. HR leader was a 
key new hire. 
 Aligning the People Strategy to the newly formed Business Strategy 

 Leveraging data on cultural norms and practices to identify gaps and purposely craft a new set of 

organizational behaviors 

 Implementing “Agile HR” Initiative w/ HR Transformation PMO; small SCRUM cross-HR teams with 

weekly “stand-up” meetings lead by an “engineer in residence” 

 Using CollabWorks (Waas) platform to inventory existing HR work, break it down into services 

attached to a value metric to identify waste/inefficiencies and make improvements with clear ROI. 

(e.g. what work can be sourced externally via UpWork or Liquid Talent) 

 Hiring new capabilities from outside HR (e.g. data science/analytics, engineering operations, 

product development, marketing, design thinking and reimagining roles based on the HR2025 Tree. 



 Creating new HR operating model and org design to give “focus on the “customer”; bridging from 

traditional COE structure to balance needed collaboration for more project-based work 

 Creating a HERELab Incubator (2 locations: Silicon Valley and Berlin) where employees have access 

to design thinking coaching along w/ lab space designed to help “reimagine new tools, products, 

process or practices”. Partnership w/ People Rocket & Forshay, Inc. 

 Building the new Talent Platform called “Inside HERE” w/ CEO as Exec Sponsor/investor and global 

cross-functional team 

o Taxonomy of searchable database of skills and capabilities (partnering to build a platform on 

top of TalentSky) 

o Intent to use the system to source internal talent for existing projects, rotations, new 

positions and/or redeployment 

o Use of on demand skill sets from external sources 

o Visibility to new skills required for career moves and mentor matching 

o Vision to utilize our expertise in machine learning and artificial intelligence to assemble 

teams quickly and predict outcomes 

o Provide data visualization to make data user-friendly and actionable 
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